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CUPE Ontario Convention May 29 to June 1, 2013 

 

In the Shadow of Austerity and Threats 

 

This year CUPE Ontario Convention was held under the shadow of threats to the labour movement and the 

rights of working Canadians from all sides.  In the last year, Ontario CUPE members in the School Board sector 

fought, for themselves but also for all of us – bill 115 which took away their right to bargain.  Many of us saw 

the outcome of this struggle in our local schools with teachers refusing to do the extra-curricular activities for 

which they volunteer.  But the struggle went deeper – 20,000 CUPE school board workers were also affected, 

from custodians to office staff and the fight against bill 115 eventually led to the resignation of the “Education” 

premier and now, in the summer of 2013 – five by-elections.  At the same time, the Progressive Conservatives 

in Ontario, under Tim Hudak published a “white paper” outlining an attack against working Ontarians which 

includes. On the federal side, there is anti-worker legislation from all of the back to work orders we have seen 

over the past year as well as legislation attempts to get rid of the Rand formula, changes to EI putting great 

restrictions on seasonal workers (many of whom work at universities), and C-377 (defeated by the Senate).  

We have also seen attempt by the provincial conservatives, under Bill-64 which would get rid of automatic 

dues payment (forcing unions to physically collect dues each month).  In the United States these actions are 

called “right to work” but in fact, those states which have this sort of legislation have the lowest incomes and 

the highest employment. 

 

Guest speakers included people from Idle No More, the Chicago Teachers Union, Porter Airlines (on strike for 

health and safety issues as well as fair compensation).  At the equality luncheon, we were treated to young 

workers who are making great differences to Canada as a whole including a young worker from an aboriginal 

community strongly involved in environmental issues that should concern all Canadians and Brigette DePape, 

the inspiring Senate page who, in an overwhelming feeling that she was powerless to stop what was coming, 

with great personal courage, held up a “Stop Harper” sign during the Throne Speech.  Although many people, 

at the time, especially perhaps, an “older” demographic – myself included – thought this act was disrespectful 

to the institution, I have since come to view it as something different and it was inspiring to hear to speak 

about our collective and individual opportunities to make a difference. 

 

CUPE Ontario Action Plan 2013-14 

 

The two largest working components of a convention however, are not the inspiring guest speaker but the real 

work of establishing an action plan which drives CUPE Ontario’s work in the next year.  This action plan is 

comprised of priorities from all the sector groups (such as the University Workers Coordinating Committee and 

provincial committees such as young workers, health and safety, racialized workers, etc.  Individual locals and 

CUPE District Council also contribute to this by the resolutions that they send many of which directly relate to 

those actions in the Action Plan. 

 

It is in this procedure that the truly grassroots democracy of CUPE can be seen.  The resolutions come from 

locals, district councils and committees – each resolution – is prioritized by the sector and the Resolutions 

Committee presents them in that order.  This year, I had the opportunity of serving on the Resolutions and can 

attest that indeed, this is an incredibly democratic and grassroots system. 

The main theme, not surprisingly, of this year’s Action Plan is to stop the attacks on public services and build a 

better Ontario.  Of great importance is “building the base” which means reaching out to every single members. 

 

This also includes statements about working to elect a pro-worker government in the upcoming Provincial 

election and making the defeat of any political party that supports “right to work” laws a top political priority, 

health and safety concerns, training for young workers, expansion of the CPP, and many equity issues. 
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The most contentious issue in the action plan was around the support of the NDP.   There were passionate and 

emotional speeches from both points of view which started out being very polarized.  I give huge credit to 

CUPE Ontario to be able to take all the positions held and revamp and tweak the wording in the action plan not 

just to have the floor pass the action plan but really to have a consensus,  In the end, most people voted for 

the revised action plan with only a few againsts and abstentions.  I should also add that the action plan portion 

of convention sees not only people lined up at the microphones to speak but that the committee also will take 

written notes from any member who doesn’t get a chance to speak at the mike.  

 

The University Sector specific items in the action plan include working to understand the funding issues around 

universities including university budgets and privatization issues, including tuition fees, as well as specific 

concerns around two workers groups at Ontario universities – contract/section faculty and food service 

workers. 

 

Of perhaps more specific interest to members of 2424 are the following items from the University section of 

the Action Plan: 

 

• Working together with coalition partners such as the Canadian Association of University Teachers 

(CAUT), Ontario Confederation of University Faculty Associations (OCUFA), other unions who represent 

university workers such as OSTFF, CAW, COPE and PSAC, and the Canadian Confederation of Students 

(CFS) to work with government and universities over the chronic underfunding of universities in 

Ontario; 

• Working to develop a provincial discussion table including universities, our campus affiliates who are 

pension plan contributors and plan administrators, to develop a cooperative approach to finding 

solutions to sustain pensions;  

• Developing a comprehensive campaign to fight the privatization on university campuses; 

 

Diversity Vice-Presidents – CUPE Ontario 

 

The second contentious issue debated upon with great passion on the convention floor I found to be 

heartbreaking.  These were constitutional resolutions which defeated to add diversity vice-presidents on CUPE 

Ontario Executive Board to represent young workers (30 and under) and workers with disabilities.  CUPE 

Ontario currently has three diversity vice-presidents representation racialized workers, aboriginal workers and 

LGBTQ workers. (In fact, the first LGBTQ vice president was elected at this convention (the position having 

been added to the constitution last year).  In the year that CUPE has designated as the Year of the Young 

Worker, with well-established issues surrounding the precarious employment nature of most young workers 

(part-time, casual), with health and safety legislation being established to address the fact that young workers 

are more often injured at work, and with the graying demographic of union activists (not union members – just 

those active), it was disheartening to see this motion not gain the support of convention.  The defeated motion 

to add a diversity vice-president for disabled workers was even more heartbreaking.  This motion saw workers 

who spoke from a place of privilege (white, male and middle-aged – which was very pointed out by our 

president – Fred Hahn) speaking against this because they somehow saw disabled workers as a threat to the 

collective.  It seems to be that the very fact of these being defeated simply shows the great need to them to 

exist. 

 

 

Pam Griffin-Hody 

Internal Vice-President, CUPE 2424 

Campus Representative, OUWCC 

 

 

 


